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Abstract-- Video transmission in wireless environments is a challenging task calling for high compression efficiency as well as a network friendly design. These have been major goals of the H.264/AVC standardization effort addressing “conversational” (i.e., video
telephony) and “non-conversational” (i.e., storage, broadcast, or streaming) applications. The video compression performance of the
H.264/AVC Video Coding Layer typically provides a significant improvement. The network-friendly design goal of H.264/AVC is addressed via the Network Abstraction Layer that has been developed to transport the coded video data over any existing and future
networks including wireless systems. The main objective of this paper is to provide an overview over the tools which are likely to be
used in wireless environments and discusses the most challenging application, wireless conversational services in greater detail. Appropriate justifications for the application of different tools based on experimental results are presented.

Index Terms-- Wireless video transmission, rate-distortion optimization, error-resilient video coding, multiple reference frames, error
concealment, video coding standards, H.264/AVC.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Since 1997, the ITU-T’s Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG) has been working on a new video coding standard
with the internal denomination H.26L. In late 2001, the Moving Picture Expert Group (MPEG) and VCEG decided to
work together as a Joint Video Team (JVT), and to create a single technical design called H.264/AVC for a forthcoming ITU-T Recommendation H.264/AVC and for a new part of the MPEG-4 standard called AVC [1]1, [2]. Since
the meeting in November 2002 the technical specification is frozen and the standard text and software have been finalized. The primary goals of H.264/AVC are improved coding efficiency and improved network adaptation. The
syntax of H.264/AVC typically permits a significant reduction in bit-rate [3] compared to all previous standards such
as ITU-T Rec. H.263 [4] and ISO/IEC JTC 1 MPEG-4 [5] at the same quality level.
The demand for fast and location-independent access to multimedia services offered on today's Internet is steadily
increasing. Hence, most current and future cellular networks, like GSM-GPRS, UMTS, or CDMA-2000, contain a
variety of packet-oriented transmission modes allowing transport of practically any type of IP-based traffic to and
from mobile terminals, thus providing users with a simple and flexible transport interface. The third generation partnership project (3GPP) has selected several multimedia codecs for the inclusion into its multimedia specifications [6].
To provide basic video service in the first release of the 3G wireless systems, the well-established and almost identical baseline H.263 and the MPEG-4 visual simple profile have been integrated. The choice was based on the manageable complexity of the encoding and decoding process as well as on the maturity and simplicity of the design.
However, due to the likely business models in emerging wireless systems in which the end-user’s costs are proportional to the transmitted data volume and also due to limited resources bandwidth and transmission power, compression efficiency is the main target for wireless video and multimedia applications. This makes H.264/AVC coding an
attractive candidate for all wireless applications including Multimedia Messaging Services (MMS), packet-switched
streaming services (PSS) and conversational applications. However, to allow transmission in different environments
not only coding efficiency is relevant, but also seamless and easy integration of the coded video into all current and
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possible future protocol and multiplex architectures. In addition, for conversational applications the video codec's
support of enhanced error resilience features is of major importance. This has also been taken into account in the
standardization of this codec.
This paper is structured as follows. Section II introduces applications and transmission characteristics for wireless
video applications. The transport of H.264/AVC video is briefly discussed and common test conditions for mobile
video transmission are presented. Section III provides an overview over the H.264/AVC video coding standard from
the perspective of wireless video applications. We categorize features according to their applicability in different
video services. Section IV discusses the most challenging application in terms of delay constraints and error resilience, namely wireless conversational applications. A system description and problem formulation is followed by
providing several alternatives on the system design using H.264/AVC as well as the combination of several modes.
Section V provides experimental results for selected system concepts based on the common test conditions.
II.

VIDEO IN MOBILE NETWORKS

A. Overview: Applications and Constraints
Video transmission for mobile terminals is likely to be a major application in emerging 3G systems and may be a key
factor in their success. The video-capable display on mobile devices paves the road to several new applications.
Three major service categories were identified in the H.264/AVC standardization process [7]:
1) circuit-switched [8] and packet-switched conversational services (PCS) [9] for video telephony and conferencing,
2) live or pre-recorded video packet-switched streaming services (PSS) [10].
3) video in multimedia messaging services (MMS) [11].
Although new services such as Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast Services (MBMS) [12] are planned for future releases of wireless networks, we restrict ourselves to single receiver applications. Mobile devices are hand-held and
constrained in processing power and storage capacity. Therefore, a mobile video codec design must minimize terminal complexity while remaining consistent with the efficiency and robustness goals of the design. As complexity issues are discussed elsewhere in this issue [13], [14], we restrict ourselves to transmission constraints and properties.
The transmission requirements for the three identified applications can be distinguished with respect to requested
data rate, the maximum allowed end-to-end delay, and the maximum delay jitter. This results in different system architectures for each of these applications. A simplified illustration is provided in Figure 1.
As MMS does not include any real-time constraints, encoding, transport, and decoding are completely separated. The
recorded video signal is off-line encoded and locally stored. The transmission is started using the stored signal at any
time. The decoding process at the receiver is in general not started until the completion of the download.
In PSS applications, the user typically requests pre-coded sequences, which are stored at a server. Whereas encoding
and transmission are separated, decoding and display is started during transmission to minimize the initial delay and
memory usage in mobile devices.
Finally, in conversational services the end-to-end delay has to be minimized to avoid any perceptual disturbances and
to maintain synchronicity of audio and video. Therefore, encoding, transmission and decoding is performed simultaneously in real-time, and, moreover, in both directions. These different ancillary conditions permit and require different strategies in encoding, transport, decoding, as well as in the underlying network and control architecture.
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Figure 1 Wireless video application MMS, PSS, and CS: Differentiation by real-time or offline processing for
encoding, transmission, and decoding.
In general, the available bandwidth and therefore the bit-rate over the radio link are limited and the costs for a user
are expected to be proportional to the reserved bit-rate or the number of transmitted bits over the radio link. Thus,
low bit-rates are likely to be typical, and compression efficiency is the main requirement for a video coding standard
to be successful in a mobile environment. This makes H.264/AVC a prime candidate for the use in wireless systems,
because of its superior compression efficiency [3].
In addition, the mobile environment is characterized by harsh transmission conditions in terms of attenuation, shadowing, fading, and multi-user interference, which result in time- and location-varying channel conditions. The frequency of the channel variations highly depends on the environment, the user topology, the velocity of the mobile
user, and the carrier frequency of the signal. For sufficiently long code words averaging over channel statistics is possible and transmission strategies can be used that are based on the long-term averages of fading states and the ergodic
behavior of the channel. Many highly sophisticated radio link features such as broadband access, diversity techniques, space-time coding, multiple antenna systems, fast power control, interleaving, and forward error correction
by Turbo codes are used in 3G systems to reduce variations in channel conditions. However, only for fast moving
users and relatively large tolerated maximum delay can these advanced techniques provide a negligible bit-error and
radio block loss rate. Usually, some amount of residual errors has to be tolerated for low-delay applications due to the
non-ergodic behavior of the channel and the imperfectness of the applied signal processing. Therefore, in addition to
high compression efficiency and reasonable complexity, a video coding standard to be applicable for conversational
services in wireless environments has to be error-resilient.
In addition, it is worth noting at this point that new directions in the design of wireless systems do not necessarily
attempt to minimize the error rates in the system, but to maximize the throughput. This is especially appealing for
services with relaxed delay constraints such as PSS and MMS. The non-ergodic behavior of the channel is exploited
such that in case of good channel states significantly higher data rate is supported than in bad channel states. In addition, reliable link layer protocols with persistent Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) are usually used to guarantee error-free delivery. For example, in the High-Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) concept [15] ARQ, adaptive
modulation schemes, and multi-user scheduling taking into account the channel states are combined to significantly
enhance the throughput in wireless systems.
3G wireless transmission stacks usually consist of two different bearer types, dedicated and shared channels.
Whereas in dedicated channels one user gets assigned a fixed data rate for the entire transmission interval, shared
channels allow a dynamic bit-rate allocation similar to ATM or GSM GPRS. HSDPA will be an extension of the
shared channel concept on the air interface. Except for MMS all streaming and conversational applications are assumed to use dedicated channels in the initial phase of 3G wireless systems due to their almost constant bit-rate behavior. In modern system designs, an application can request one of many different Quality-of-Service (QoS) classes.
QoS classes contain parameters like a maximum error rate, maximum delay, and a guaranteed maximum data rate.
Furthermore, according to [16] applications are usually divided into different service classes: conversational, streaming, interactive and background traffic. Characteristics and typical examples are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 QoS service classes in packet radio systems [15].
Traffic Class

Fundamental Characteristics

Typical Examples
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Conversational

Preserve time relation between information entities of the stream
Conversational pattern (stringent and low delay)

Voice and video telephony, Video conferencing

Streaming

Preserve time relation (variation) between information entities of Streaming
multimedia
the stream
(video, audio, etc.)

Interactive

Request response pattern,
Preserve data integrity

Web browsing,
network games

Background

Destination is not expecting the data within a certain time
Preserve data integrity

Background download of
e-mails, files, etc.

B. Transport of H.264/AVC Video in Wireless Systems
According to Figure 2, H.264/AVC distinguishes between two different conceptual layers, the Video Coding Layer
(VCL), and the Network Abstraction Layer (NAL). Both the VCL and the NAL are part of the H.264/AVC standard.
The VCL specifies an efficient representation for the coded video signal. The NAL of H.264/AVC defines the interface between the video codec itself and the outside world. It operates on NAL units which give support for the
packet-based approach of most existing networks. At the NAL decoder interface it is assumed that the NAL units are
delivered in decoding order and that packets are either received correctly, are lost, or an error flag in the NAL unit
header can be set if the payload contains bit-errors. The latter feature is not part of the standard as the flag can be
used for different purposes. However, it provides a way to signal an error indication through the entire network. Additionally, interface specifications are required for different transport protocols that will be specified by the responsible standardization bodies. The exact transport and encapsulation of NAL units for different transport systems, such
as H.320 [17], MPEG-2 Systems [18], and RTP/IP [19], are also outside the scope of the H.264/AVC standardization. The NAL decoder interface is normatively defined in the standard, whereas the interface between the VCL and
the NAL is conceptual and helps in describing and separating the tasks of the VCL and the NAL.

H.264/AVC Conceptual Layers
Video Coding Layer
Encoder

Video Coding Layer
Decoder
VCL-NAL Interface

Network Abstraction
Layer Encoder
NAL Encoder Interface
Transport Layer

H.264 to
H.320

Network Abstraction
Layer Decoder
NAL Decoder Interface

H.264 to
MPEG-2
Systems

H.264 to
H.324/M

Wired Networks

H.264 to
RTP/IP

H.264 to
file format
TCP/IP

Wireless Networks

Figure 2 : The H.264/AVC Standard in Transport Environment
For real-time video services over 3G mobile networks, two protocol stacks are of major interest. 3GPP has specified
a multimedia telephony service for circuit-switched channels [8] based on ITU-T Recommendation H.324M. For IP-
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based packet-switched communication, 3GPP has chosen to use SIP and SDP for call control [20] and RTP for media
transport [9]. In other words, the IP-based protocol stack as presented in [21] will be used in packet-switched 3G mobile services. While the H.324 and the RTP/UDP/IP stacks have different roots and a completely different switching
philosophy, the loss and delay effects on the media data when transmitting over wireless dedicated channels are very
similar.
H.324 [22] was primarily established by the ITU-T for low bit-rate circuit-switched modem links and error prone
extensions for mobile circuit switched low bit-rate conversational services have been added. H.324M officially
known as ITU-T Rec. H.324 Annex C, allows transmission over low, moderate and high bit-error rate circuit
switched links. 3GPP adopted H.324M including an error robust extension of the multiplexing protocol H.223 known
as H.223 Annex B as the protocol used for circuit-switched video communication. This multiplexing protocol includes two layers: an error resilient packet-based multiplex layer and an adaptation layer featuring common error detection capabilities, such as sequence numbering and cyclic redundancy checks. Therefore, it is very similar to the
RTP/UDP/IP stack (see [21]).
For packet-switched services, 3GPP/3GPP2 agreed on an IP based stack. Figure 3 shows a typical packetization of a
NAL unit encapsulated in RTP/UDP/IP [19] through the 3GPP2 user plane protocol stack. After Robust Header
Compression (RoHC) [23] this IP/UDP/RTP packet is encapsulated into one PDCP/PPP2 packet that becomes a Radio Link Control (RLC)-Service Data Unit (SDU). The RLC protocol can operate in three modes - Transparent, Unacknowledged and Acknowledged mode [26]. The radio link control protocol provides segmentation and retransmission services for both users and control data. The transparent and unacknowledged mode RLC entities are defined to
be unidirectional and acknowledged mode entities are described as bi-directional. For all RLC modes, Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) error detection is performed on the physical layer and the result of the CRC check is delivered to
the RLC together with the actual data. In the transparent mode no protocol overhead is added to higher layer data.
Erroneous protocol data units (PDUs) can be discarded or marked erroneous. In the unacknowledged mode no retransmission protocol is in use and data delivery is not guaranteed. Received erroneous data is either marked or discarded depending on the configuration. In the acknowledged mode an automatic repeat request mechanism is used
for error correction.
As video packets are of varying length by nature, the length of RLC-SDUs varies as well. If an RLC-SDU is larger
than an RLC-PDU, the SDU is segmented into several PDUs. In the used modes, unacknowledged and acknowledged
mode, the flow of variable-size RLC-SDUs is continuous to avoid padding of bits as necessary for the transparent
mode. In unacknowledged mode, if any of the RLC-PDUs containing data from a certain RLC-SDU has not been
received correctly, the RLC-SDU is typically discarded. In acknowledged mode, the RLC/Radio Link Protocol (RLP)
layer can perform re-transmissions.
IP

UDP
PPP

RLP

frame

RTP

NAL unit

RTP/UDP/IP

HC

NAL unit

Framing, ROHC

RLP
Physical frame LTU

frame
CRC

RLP

Link layer

frame

Physical frame LTU

CRC

Physical layer

Figure 3 Packetization through 3GPP2 user plane protocol stack
Additionally, both protocol stacks H.324 and RTP/IP/UDP use reliable setup and control protocols, H.245 and SIP,
respectively. Hence, it can be assumed that a small amount of control information can be transported out-of-band in a
reliable way. The resulting properties of real-time low delay video transmission are therefore very similar in both
cases. Packets are transmitted over underlying transports protocols and channels, which provide framing, encapsula2

Packet Data Convergence Protocol, Point-to-Point Protocol
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tion, error detection, and reliable setup. We focus hereafter on the RTP/IP based transmission over wireless channels
[21].
C. Common Test Conditions for Wireless Video
In the H.264/AVC standardization process the importance of mobile video transmission has been recognized by
adopting appropriate common test conditions for 3G mobile transmission for circuit switched conversational services
based on H.324M [24] and for packet switched conversational and streaming services [25]. These test conditions
permit the selection of appropriate coding features, testing and evaluating error resilience features, as well as meaningful anchor results. In this article, we will focus on the IP based test conditions. The common test conditions define
six test case combinations for packet-switched conversational services as well as packet-switched streaming services
over 3G mobile networks. Additionally, the test conditions include simplified offline 3GPP/3GPP2 simulation software, programming interfaces and evaluation criteria. Radio channel conditions are simulated with bit-error patterns,
which were generated from simulated mobile radio channel conditions. The bit-error patterns are captured above the
physical layer and below the RLC/RLP layer, and, therefore, they are used as the physical layer simulation in practice. The properties bit-rate, length, bit-error rate and the mobile speed of the bit-error patterns are presented in Table
2.
Table 2 Bit-error patterns
No.

Bit rate

Length

BER

Mobile Speed

Application

1

64 kbit/s

60 s

9.3e-3

3 km/h

Streaming

2

64 kbit/s

60 s

2.9e-3

3 km/h

Streaming

3

64 kbit/s

180 s

5.1e-4

3 km/h

Conversational

4

64 kbit/s

180 s

1.7e-4

50km/h

Conversational

5

128 kbit/s

180 s

5.0e-4

3 km/h

Conversational

6

128 kbit/s

180 s

2.0e-4

50km/h

Conversational

The bit-errors in the files are statistically dependent, as channel coding and decoding included in 3G systems produces burst errors. This has been taken into account by evaluating the bit-error pattern files in the following. Patterns
1 and 2 are mostly suited to be used in video streaming applications, where RLP/RLC layer re-transmissions can correct many of the frame losses. The applied channel-coding scheme is a Turbo code scheme and power control targeting throughput maximization rather than error minimization. Patterns 1 and 2 are unrealistic for conversational service, as an acceptable quality cannot be achieved with such high error rates without retransmissions.
Patterns 3 to 6 are meant to simulate a more reliable, lower error-rate bearer that is required in conversational applications. Assuming a random byte starting position within the file the packet error probability pe (r ) depending of the
length of the packet r in bytes can be determined. These error probabilities pe (r ) for all bit-error patterns are shown
in Figure 4. It is obvious that the error rate increases significantly with increasing packet length. For bit-error patterns
(BEP1 and 2) the loss rates are not acceptable as already short packets, e.g. 500 bytes, have loss probabilities up to
25%. The high error rates require retransmission on the link layer.
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Figure 4 Packet loss probability pe (r ) over packet length r in bytes for bit-error patterns according to [25]
The patterns useful for conversational services provide very decent error characteristics for reasonable packet
lengths. The loss probability for reasonable packet sizes up to 1000 bytes is below 5%. This means that typical fixed
Internet packet loss probabilities (compare [21]) are not exceeded. Note that with higher speed (50 km/h) the channel
tends to be “more ergodic” than in case of the walking user (3 km/h). Therefore, the error rates are usually higher for
slowly moving users than for fast moving users.
During the standardization process it was agreed in the very beginning that the standard should include error resilience features for IP-based wired and wireless transmission. Usually two kinds of errors are present in today’s transmission systems: bit inversion errors or packet losses. However, all relevant multiplexing protocols like H.223 and
UDP/IP and almost all underlying mobile systems include packet loss and bit-error detection capabilities applying
sequence numbering and block check sequences, respectively. Therefore, it can be assumed that a vast majority of
erroneous transmission packets can be detected. Moreover, even if packets were detected to contain bit-errors, decoding could be attempted. Some research has been conducted in this area, and, in a few scenarios, gains have been reported for still image transmission [27]. However, in the standardization of H.264/AVC for the development of the
reference software, bit-erroneous packets have been considered as being discarded by the receiver for the following
reasons:
1. Processing of bit-erroneous packets is likely to be possible in a receiving mobile device only, as gateways and
receivers having fixed network connection typically drop erroneous packets.
2. Joint source-channel decoding, such as trellis-based decoding of variable length codes or iterative source and
channel decoding might be applied. However, these techniques have not yet shown significant improvements for
video decoding.
3. The decoding based on lost packets serves as a lower bound on the performance in bit-error prone environments
and, therefore, provides a valid benchmark of the performance of H.264/AVC in error-prone environment.
4. Finally, handling of bit-errors generally complicates the implementation of decoder software significantly. As the
test model software for H.264 was developed for multiple purposes, only simple but meaningful network interfaces have been integrated.
In addition to receiver-oriented error detection, errors may be detected and signaled at any point of the transmission
path. The draft RTP payload definition for H.264/AVC [19] includes an indication of corrupted payloads. Transmitters can set this indication when re-delivering an erroneously received bit-stream. Moreover, any intermediate network element can raise this flag, if transmission errors were detected in the corresponding packet. Therefore, errone-
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ous payloads can be passed through a network, and the decoder or any gateway can decide whether this erroneous
NAL unit is decoded or discarded.
III. H.264/AVC – AN EFFICIENT AND FLEXIBLE VIDEO CODING TOOLBOX
A. Compression Efficiency and Encoder Flexibility
The features for compression efficiency are discussed elsewhere in this issue, we will briefly present the key features
of the standard, for more details we refer to [2]. Although the design of the H.264/AVC codec basically follows the
hybrid design (motion compensation with lossy coding of residual signal) of prior video coding standards such as
MPEG-2, H.263, and MPEG-4, it contains many new features that enable it to achieve a significant improvement in
terms of compression efficiency. This is the main reason why H.264/AVC will be very attractive for use in wireless
environments with the costly resource of bit-rate. The main features for significantly increased coding efficiency are
multi-frame motion-compensated prediction, adaptive block size for motion compensation, generalized B-Pictures
concept, quartel-pel motion accuracy, intra coding utilizing prediction in the spatial domain, in-loop deblocking filters, and efficient entropy coding methods.
The normative part of a video coding standard in general only consists of the appropriate definition of the order and
semantics of the syntax elements and the decoding of error-free bit-streams. This allows a significant flexibility at the
encoder, which can on the one hand be exploited for pure compression efficiency, on the other several included features in the standard can be selected by the encoder for other purposes such as error resilience, random access, etc. A
typical encoder with the main encoding options is shown in Figure 5.
The encoding options relevant for wireless transmission are highlighted. The recorded video data is preprocessed by
appropriate spatial and temporal preprocessing such that the data rates and displays in a wireless environment are
well-matched. For the quantization of transform coefficients, JVT coding uses scalar quantization. The quantizers are
arranged in a way that there is an increase of approximately 12.5% from one quantization parameter (QP) to the next.
The quantized transform coefficients are converted into coding symbols and all syntax elements of a MB including
the coding symbols are conveyed by entropy coding methods. A MB can always be coded in one of several INTRAmodes with and without prediction as well as various efficient INTER-modes. Each motion-compensated mode corresponds to a specific partition of the MB into fixed size blocks used for motion description, and up to 16 motion
vectors may be transmitted for a MB. In addition, for each MB a different reference frame can be selected. Finally, a
NAL unit in single slice mode consists of the coded MBs of an entire frame or a subset of frame. More details on the
packetization as well as on the appropriate selection of the presented different modes are discussed in Section IV.
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Figure 5 H.264/AVC Encoder realization with coding options
B. Features for Multimedia Messaging and Wireless Packet-based Streaming
In addition to pure compression efficiency features, additional tools for different purposes have been included in
H.264/AVC. We will highlight those features with application to wireless video transmission. Because of the strict
separation of encoding, transmission, and decoding, the main issue for MMS is compression efficiency. Other helpful
features included in the encoding include the insertion of regular intra frames with Instantaneous Decoder Refresh
(IDR) for random access and fast forward. The rate control is typically applied such that video quality is almost constant over the sequence, regardless of the scene complexity except for constraints from the Hypothetical Reference
Decoder (HRD) [28]. If time, memory capabilities and battery power permit, even several encoding passes for optimized rate-distortion performance would be possible. On the link layer reliable transmission strategies as known for
data transmission such as file download are used.
Due to on-line transmission and decoding, streaming applications involve more technical challenges than MMS. Usually, pre-encoded data is requested by the user, which inherently does not allow an adaptation to the transmission
conditions such as bit-rate or error rate in the encoding process. However, the receiver usually buffers the received
data and starts play-back after a few seconds. Once starting playback, a continuous presentation of the sequence
should be guaranteed. As wireless channels usually show ergodic behavior within a window of a few seconds, reliable transmission schemes can be applied on the link layer, especially when the channel is known at the transmitter or
retransmissions for erroneous link layer packets can be used as for example in the acknowledged mode. Slow variance due to distance, shadowing, or varying multiuser topology in the supported cell with re-newed resource allocation transform the wireless channel in a slowly varying variable bit-rate channel. With an appropriate setting of the
initial delay and receiver buffer a certain quality of service can be guaranteed [28].
Further, general channel-adaptive streaming technologies, which allow reacting to variable bit-rate channels, have
gained significant interest recently. According to [30], these techniques can be grouped into three different categories. Firstly, adaptive media playout [31] is a new technique that allows a streaming media client, without the involvement of the server, to control the rate at which data is consumed by the playout process. Therefore, the probabil-
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ity of decoder buffer underflows and overflows can be reduced, but still noticeable artifacts in the displayed video
occur. A second technology for a streaming media system is proposed, which makes decisions that govern how to
allocate transmission resources among packets. Recent work [32] provides a flexible framework to allow ratedistortion optimized packet scheduling. Finally, it is shown that this RD-optimized transmission can be supported, if
media streams are pre-encoded with appropriate packet dependencies, possibly adapted to the channel (channeladaptive packet dependency control) [33].
The latter techniques are supported by H.264/AVC by various means. As the streaming server is in general aware of
the current channel bit-rate, the transmitter can decide to send one of several pre-encoded versions of the same content taking into account the expected channel behavior. If the channel rate fluctuates only in a small range, frame
dropping of non-reference frames might be sufficient resulting in well-known temporal scalability. Switching of versions can be applied at I-frames that are also indicated as instantaneous decoder refresh (IDR) pictures to compensate
large scale variations of the channel rate. In addition, H.264/AVC supports efficient version switching with the introduction of synchronization-predictive (SP) pictures. For more details on SP pictures see [35]. Note that quality scalable video coding methods such as MPEG-4 fine-grain scalability (FGS) [34] are not supported by H.264/AVC and
such extensions of H.264/AVC are currently not planned.
C. Features for Wireless Conversational Services – Error Resilience
A necessary requirement for conversational services is a low end-to-end delay being less that 250 ms. This delay
constraint has two main impacts on the video transmitted over wireless bearer services with constant bit-rate. Firstly,
features have to be provided which allow adapting the bit-rate such that over a short window a constant bit-rate can
be maintained. In addition, usually only temporally backward references in motion compensation are used in conversational applications, since prediction from future frames would introduce additional delay. Secondly, within the
round trip time of the communication the channel usually shows non-ergodic behavior and transmission errors cannot
be avoided. Whereas the first issue can be solved by adapting the QP appropriately, the second issue requires errorresiliency tools in the video codec itself. More, exactly, an error-resilient video coding standard suitable for conversational wireless services has to provide features to combat two problems: on the one hand it is necessary to minimize
the visual effect of errors within one frame. On the other hand, as errors cannot be avoided, the well-known problem
of spatio-temporal error propagation in hybrid video coding has to be limited. We will present all error-resilience features included in the H.264/AVC standard and provide further details on the exact application in Section IV.
Packet loss probability and the visual degradation from packet losses can be reduced by introducing slice-structured
coding. A slice is a sequence of MBs and provides spatially distinct resynchronization points within the video data
for a single frame. No intra-frame prediction takes place across slice boundaries. With that, packet loss probability
can be reduced, if slices and, therefore, transmission packets are relatively small, since the probability of a bit-error
hitting a short packet is generally lower than for large packets (see e.g. Figure 4). Moreover, short packets reduce the
amount of lost information and, hence, the error is limited and error concealment methods can be applied successfully. However, the loss of intra-frame prediction and the increased overhead associated with decreasing slice sizes
adversely affect coding performance and requires additional overhead per slice. Especially for mobile transmission,
where the packet size clearly affects loss probability a careful selection of the packet size is necessary. H.264/AVC
specifies several enhanced concepts to reduce the artifacts caused by packet losses within one frame. Slices can be
grouped by the use of aggregation packets into one packet and, therefore, concepts such as Group-of-Block (GOB)
and Slice Interleaving [37], [38] are possible. This does not reduce the coding overhead in the VCL, but the costly
RTP overhead of up to 40 bytes per packet can be avoided.
A more advanced and generalized concept is provided by a feature that has been called by the proponents Flexible
MB Ordering (FMO) [39]. FMO permits the specification of different patterns for the mapping of MBs to slices including checkerboard-like patterns, sub-pictures within a picture (e.g., splitting a CIF picture into 4 QCIF pictures),
or a dispersed mapping of MBs to slices. FMO is especially powerful in conjunction with appropriate error concealment when the samples of a missing slice are surrounded by many samples of correctly decoded slices. For more details on FMO see [21].
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Another error resilience feature in H.264/AVC is data partitioning, which can also reduce visual artifacts resulting
from packet losses, especially if prioritization or unequal error protection is provided by the network. For more details on the data-partitioning mode we refer to [21]. In general any kind of forward error protection (FEC) in combination with interleaving for packet lossy channels can be applied. A simple solution is provided by RFC2733 [40],
more advanced schemes have been evaluated in many papers, e.g. [41], [42]. However, in the following we do not
consider FEC schemes in the transport layer as this requires a reasonable number of packets per codeword.
Despite all these techniques, packet losses and resulting reference frame mismatches between encoder and decoder
are usually not avoidable. Then, the effects of spatio-temporal error propagation are in general severe. The impairment caused by transmission errors decays over time to some extent. However, the leakage in standardized video decoders, such as H.264/AVC, is not very strong, and quick recovery can only be achieved when image regions are encoded in Intra mode, i.e., without reference to a previously coded frame. Completely Intra coded frames are usually
not inserted in real-time and conversational video applications as the instantaneous bit-rate and the resulting delay is
increased significantly. Instead, H.264/AVC allows encoding of single MBs for regions that cannot be predicted efficiently as it is also known from other standards. In H.264/AVC, the efficient intra prediction can be constrained to
intra MBs only to avoid error propagation from inter-coded MBs to refreshing intra-coded MBs. Another feature in
H.264/AVC is the possibility to select the reference frame from the multi-frame buffer. Both features have mainly
been introduced for improved coding efficiency, but they can efficiently be used to limit the error propagation. Conservative approaches transmit a number of Intra coded MBs anticipating transmission errors. In this situation, the selection of Intra coded MBs can be done either randomly or preferably in a certain update pattern. For details and
early work on this subject see [43], [44] and [45]. Multiple reference frames can also be used to limit the error propagation, for example in video redundancy coding schemes (see e.g. [46]). In addition, a method known from H.263
under the acronym redundant slices will be supported in JVT coding. This will allow sending the same slice predicted from different reference frames which provides the decoder the possibility to predict this slice from error-free
reference areas. Finally, multiple reference frames can be successfully combined with a feedback channel, which will
be discussed in detail among others in the next section.
IV. USING H.264/AVC IN WIRELESS CONVERSATIONAL SERVICES
A. Problem Formulation and System Setup
The various error-resilience tools as described in the previous section provide a significant amount of freedom and
flexibility for the implementation of H.264/AVC in wireless conversational services. A main criterion for the performance of the system is the appropriate selection of one or several of the mentioned tools together with the exact
parameters, e.g. the position and number of intra MBs.
We will discuss in the following channel behavior and error concealment by formalizing the notation for sample representation. The investigated video transmission system is shown in Figure 6. H.264/AVC video encoding is based
on a sequential encoding of frames denoted with the index n=1,…,N with N being the total number of frames to be
encoded. In most existing video coding standards including H.264/AVC, within each frame video encoding is typically based on sequential encoding of MBs (except for FMO) denoted by index m=1,…,M where M specifies total
number of MBs in one frame and depends on the spatial resolution of the video sequence. The encoding process creates slices by grouping a certain number of MBs. Picture number n and start MB address mj are binary coded in the
slice header. The coded representation of a slice is the payload of a NAL unit. The RTP payload specification specifies simple encapsulation of NAL units. In addition, several NAL units can be combined into one aggregation packet
or one NAL unit can be fragmented into several transport packets [19], [21].
For notational convenience, let us define the number of transmission packets to transmit all frames up to n as π(n).
With that, we can define the packet loss or channel behavior c as a binary sequence {0, 1}π(n) indicating whether a
slice is lost (indicated by 1) or correctly received (indicated by 0). Obviously, if a NAL unit with the encapsulated
slice is lost all MBs contained by this slice are lost. It can be assumed that the decoder is aware of any lost packet as
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discussed previously. The channel loss sequence is random and, therefore, we denote it as Cπ(n) where the statistics
are in general unknown to the encoder. According to Figure 6, in addition to the forward link it possible that a low
bit-rate reliable back-channel from the decoder to the encoder is available which allows reporting a d-frame delayed
version Cπ(n-d) of the observed channel behavior at the decoder to the encoder. In RTP/IP environments this is usually
based on RTCP messages and in wireless environments internal protocols might be used.
The decoder processes the received sequence of packets. Whereas correctly received packets are decoded as usual for
the lost packet an error concealment algorithm has to be invoked. The reconstructed sample sn,m,i at position i in MB
m and frame n depends on the channel behavior and on the decoder error concealment. In Inter coding mode, i.e.,
when motion-compensated prediction (MCP) is utilized, the loss of information in one frame has a considerable impact on the quality of the following frames, if the concealed image content is referenced for MCP. Because errors
remain visible for a longer period of time, the resulting artifacts are particularly annoying. Therefore, due to the motion compensation process and the resulting error propagation the reconstructed image depends not only on the lost
packets for the current frame but in general on the entire channel loss sequence Cπ(n). We denote this dependency by
sˆn ,m ,i (o, C p (n )).
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Figure 6 H.264/AVC in IP-based packet-lossy environment with RTP encapsulation, generic forward error
correction, delayed feedback information, and error concealment.
In the following we will discuss appropriate extensions of the encoder, the decoder, and the transmission environment, which are either necessary or at least beneficial to enhance the quality of the transmitted video.
B. Decoder Extensions – Loss Detection and Error Concealment

The H.264 standard defines how a decoder reacts to an error-free bit-stream. In addition, a decoder implementation
has also to deal with transmission errors. As we discussed earlier, it is assumed that bit errors are detected by the
lower layer entities and any remaining transmission error results in a packet loss. Therefore, we address the reaction
of the decoder to slice losses. Two major issues are important for an error-resilient decoder: A robust video decoder
has to detect transmission errors, and appropriate concealment on detected errors has to be applied. In this section, we
present how the H.264 test model decoder meets the goal of error resiliency.
The error detection capabilities of the test model decoder are based on two assumptions about the error detection operation of the underlying system: First, bit-erroneous slices are discarded prior to passing the slices to the test model
decoder as discussed earlier. Second, received data is buffered in a way that the correct decoding order is recovered.
In other words, the test model decoder expects non-corrupted slices in a correct decoding order. Temporal and spatial
localization of lost packets is left to the decoder. In particular, the decoder has to detect if an entire picture or one or
more slices of a picture were lost. Losses of entire pictures are detected using frame numbers associated with each
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frame and carried in slice headers. A frame number n is incremented by one for each coded and transmitted frame
that is further used for motion compensation. These frames are herein referred to as reference frames. For disposable
non-reference pictures, such as conventional B-pictures, the frame number is incremented relative to the value in the
most recent reference frame that precedes the disposable picture in the bit-stream order.
The decoder generates a slice structure for each received single slice packet and forwards it to the VCL decoder
which maintains a state machine that keeps track of the expected frame number ne. Moreover, the decoder maintains
a loss indication for each MB within the current picture. At the beginning of a new picture, the binary map is reset to
indicate that all MBs were lost. If the frame number n of the next slice to be decoded equals ne, the decoder decodes
the slice and updates the binary map. If n is greater than ne, it is deduced that all the received slices of the previous
picture have been decoded. Then, the binary map is investigated, and if the picture is not fully covered by correctly
decoded MBs, a slice loss in inferred and losses are concealed as presented in the following. Moreover, if n is greater
than ne+1, the decoder infers a loss of pictures and inserts concealed pictures to the reference picture buffer as if the
lost pictures were decoded. The concealment is accomplished by copying the previous decoded picture. Finally, the
decoder resets the binary map and decodes the next slice of the next picture.
Error concealment is a non-normative feature in the H.264 test model. The target for the selected error concealment is
to provide a basic level of error resiliency for the decoder. Any error-robust coding scheme proposed for H.264
should be compared against the H.264 test model equipped with the selected error concealment algorithms. Two
well-known concealment algorithms, weighted pixel value averaging for INTRA pictures [47] and boundarymatching-based motion vector recovery for INTER pictures [48], were tailored for H.264 as summarized below and
described in details in [49] and [50].
Weighted pixel value averaging operates as follows: If a MB has not been received, it is concealed from the pixel
values of spatially adjacent MBs. If a lost MB has at least two correctly decoded neighboring MBs, only these
neighbors are used in the concealment process. Otherwise, previously concealed neighboring MBs take part in the
process, too. Each pixel value in a MB to be concealed is formed as a weighted sum of the closest boundary pixels of
the selected adjacent MBs. The weight associated with each boundary pixel is relative to the inverse distance between
the pixel to be concealed and the boundary pixel. The performance of the intra concealment method is shown in
Figure 7.

Figure 7 Intra frame error concealment
In the motion vector recovery algorithm, the motion activity of the correctly received slices of the current picture is
investigated first. If the average length of a motion vector component is smaller than a pre-defined threshold (currently ¼ pixels), all the lost slices are copied from co-located positions in the reference frame. Otherwise, motioncompensated error concealment is used, and the motion vectors of the lost MBs are predicted as described in the following paragraphs. The image is scanned MB-column-wise from left and right edges to the center of the image. Consecutive lost MBs in a column are concealed starting from top and bottom of the lost area towards to center of the
area. This processing order is used to ensure that lost MBs at the center of an image are concealed using as many
neighboring concealed MBs as possible.
Each 8x8 luminance block of a MB to be concealed is handled separately. If a block has spatially adjacent blocks
whose motion vectors are correctly received, these motion vectors and their reference pictures are used to obtain a
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candidate prediction block. If all the motion vectors in the adjacent blocks are lost, neighboring concealed motion
vectors are used similarly. In addition, the spatially co-located block from the previous frame is always one of the
candidates. The candidate prediction block whose boundary matching error is the smallest is chosen. The boundary
matching error is defined as the sum of the pixel-wise absolute differences of the adjacent luminance pixels in the
concealed block and its decoded or concealed neighbor blocks. The lost prediction error block is not concealed. The
performance of the inter frame concealment is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8 Inter frame error concealment
C. Encoder Extensions

Let us now consider algorithms and rules for the appropriate of different encoding parameters according to the presentation in Figure 5 for wireless conversational services. First, the rate control has to guarantee that the delay jitter is
as small as possible. A good choice is to adapt for each frame to obtain almost constant encoding, but keep the QP
within one frame constant. In case that the highest QP cannot achieve the required bit-rate, frame dropping is introduced; otherwise the frame rate is kept constant. Obviously this results in varying quality depending of the complexity of the scene. Low-motion scenes with little complexity have higher quality than for example frames at the beginning of a sequence or at a scene cut.
As discussed in Section III, H.264/AVC provides a large flexibility on the selection of appropriate coding modes.
The concept of selecting appropriate coding options in optimized encoder designs for many video coding standards is
based on rate-distortion optimization algorithms [51][52]. The two cost terms “rate” and “distortion” are linearly
combined and the mode is selected such that the total cost is minimized. This can be formalized by defining the set of
selectable coding options for one MB as O. Assuming the introduced distortion when encoding with a certain mode o
as D(o) and the corresponding rate as R(o), the rate-constrained mode decision selects the coding option o* such that
the Lagrangian cost functional is minimized, i.e.

o * = arg min (D (o ) + l R (o )) ,
oÎ O

(1)

with λ being the Lagrange parameter for appropriate weighting of rate and distortion. In the H.264/AVC test model,
the Lagrangian mode selection is used for motion vector search as well as MB mode and reference frame selection.
Then, for the distortion D(o) the sum of squared sample differences (SSD) or the sum of absolute sample difference
(SAD) and for the rate R(o) the number of bits for the encoding are used. The selection of the Lagrange parameter
depends on the selected QPs, for details see [53]. In addition, the mode selection might be extended by selecting the
appropriate QP for each MB, as the QP can be changed at least in small ranges for each MB. This is not considered in
the following.
As discussed in subsection III.C, the tools for increased error resilience, in particular those to limit error propagation,
do not significantly differ from those used for compression efficiency. Features like multi-frame prediction or intra
MB coding are not exclusively error resilience tools. They are also used to increase coding efficiency in error-free
environments providing a trade-off that is left to the encoder. This also means that bad decisions at the encoder can
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lead to poor results in coding efficiency or error resiliency or both. Therefore, the selection of the coding mode according to (1) is modified taking into account the influence of the random lossy channel. In case of error prone
transmission the distortion in (1) is replaced with the expected decoder distortion when encoding with mode o. Assuming that the encoder can access information about the channel statistics C p (n ) the encoder can get an estimate of
the expected decoder distortion Dn ,m (o, C p (n )) when encoding MB m in frame n at the decoder by the expected distortion as
I

Dn ,m (o, C p (n )) =

å

EC

2

p (n )

sn ,m ,i - sˆn ,m ,i (o, C p (n ))

(2)

i= 1

where the expectation is over the random process characterizing the channel C p (n ) . With the expected distortion
measure, the mode selection for lossy channels is identical to that in (1) except for modified distortion term according
to (2). However, the same parameter λ [54] and the same set of possible coding options O is used.
This leaves the problem of computing the expected decoder distortion at the encoder which depends on the coding
mode o, the channel statistics C p (n ) , and the applied error concealment in the decoder. The estimate of the expected
sample distortion in packet loss environment has been addressed in several publications. For example, in [58], [55],
or [56] methods to estimate the distortion introduced due the transmission errors and the resulting drift are presented.
A similar approach has recently been proposed within the H.264/AVC standardization process which attempts to
measure the drift noise between encoder and decoder [57]. In sub-optimal approaches [55][56][57], the quantization
noise and the distortion introduced by the transmission errors are linearly combined. The encoder keeps track of an
estimated sample distortion and, therefore, requires additional complexity in encoder, which is dependent on the actual method chosen.
The most recognized out of these methods, called recursive optimal per-sample estimate (ROPE) algorithm [58],
provides an estimation by keeping track of the first and second order moment of sˆn ,m ,i , E {sˆn ,m ,i (o, C p (n ))} and
E {sˆn2,m ,i (o, C p (n ))}, respectively. For H.263-like encoding ROPE can provide an exact estimate of the expected decoder distortion. As two moments for each sample have to be tracked in the encoder the added complexity of ROPE
is approximately twice the complexity of the decoder. However, the extension of the ROPE algorithm to H.264/AVC
is not straight-forward. The in-loop deblocking filter, the fractional sample motion accuracy, the complex intra prediction and the advanced error concealment require taking into account the expectation of products of samples at different positions to obtain an accurate estimation which makes the ROPE either infeasible or inaccurate in this case.
Therefore, a powerful yet complex method has been introduced into the H.264/AVC test model to estimate the expected decoder distortion [54]. Let us assume that we have K copies of the random variable channel behavior at the
encoder, denoted as C p (n ) (k ) . Additionally, assume that the set of random variables C p (n ) (k ), k = 1, K , K are identically and independently distributed (iid). Then, as K ® ¥ , it follows by the strong law of large numbers that

1
K

K

å
k= 1

2

sn ,m ,i - sˆn ,m ,i (C p (n )(k )) = EC

2

p (n )

sn ,m ,i - sˆn ,m ,i (C p (n )) ,

(3)

holds with probability 1. An interpretation of the left hand side leads to a simple solution of the previously stated
problem to estimate the expected sample distortion. In the encoder K copies of the random variable channel behavior
and the decoder are operated. The reconstruction of the sample value depends on the channel behavior C p (n ) (k ) and
the decoder including error concealment. The K copies of channel and decoder pairs in the encoder operate independently. Therefore, the expected distortion at the decoder can be estimated accurately in the encoder if K is chosen large
enough. However, the added complexity in the encoder is obviously at least K times the decoder complexity. On details on the implementation as well as comparison of sub-optimal modes based on ROPE we refer to [54].
It was later demonstrated in [59] and [60] that a technique known as isolated regions, which combines periodical intra MB coding and limitation of inter prediction, can provide competitive simulation results compared to the errorrobust MB mode selection of H.264 test model, and the best simulation results were obtained when the two MB
mode selection algorithms were combined.
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The packet size is usually upper-bounded by a MTU size of the underlying network. However, if bit-errors cause entire packet losses it might be of advantage to reduce the packet size. Conservative approaches limit the packet or (in
our simulation environment) slice size to a fixed number of MBs, e.g., a line of MBs is transmitted in one packet.
However, this makes especially important image parts very susceptible to packet losses as for example suddenly appearing objects need intra coding or high motion areas require an extensive motion vector rate. A more suitable, but
still conservative approach is the introduction of slice boundaries such that slices have almost the same length in
number of bytes. This makes all packets similarly susceptible to bit-errors. This method has been proven to work
quite well already for MPEG-4 and can also be applied with the flexible encoding framework of H.264/AVC.
D. Exploiting Feedback in H.264/AVC

Multiple reference frames used in error-prone environment can most successfully be combined with a feedback
channel. Due to the bi-directional nature of conversational applications it is common that the encoder has knowledge
of the experienced channel at the decoder, usually with a small delay. In our framework this can be expressed by the
knowledge of a d-frame delayed version of the random channel C p (n - d ) at the encoder. This characteristic can be
conveyed from the decoder to the encoder by acknowledging correctly received slices (ACK), sending a notacknowledge message (NAK) for missing slices or both types of messages. In general it can be assumed that the reverse channel is error-free and the overhead is negligible. In common data transmission applications the lost packets
obviously would be re-transmitted. However, in a low-delay environment this is not feasible, but the observed channel characteristic are still useful at the encoder even if the erroneous frame has already been decoded and concealed.
The support of these techniques is out of the focus of the standardization of H.264, and a full support of the presented
concepts might not be possible with current transport and control protocols. However, it seems worth to mention and
discuss these concepts in here in detail as it shows the flexibility of H.264 as well as it provides motivation for inclusion of feedback in system designs.
In previous standards and transport environments similar approaches have already been discussed, usually limited by
the reduced syntax capabilities of the video standard. A simple yet powerful approach suitable for video codecs using
just one reference frame such as MPEG-2, H.261 or H.263 version 1 has been introduced in [61] and [62] under the
acronym Error Tracking. When receiving a NAK on parts of frame n-d or the entire frame n-d, the encoder attempts
to track the error to obtain an estimate of the quality of frame n-1, which serves as reference for frame n. Appropriate
actions after having tracked the error are for example presented in [56][61][62][63][64]. Note that with this concept
error propagation in frame n is only removed if frames n-d+1, …, n-1 have been received at the decoder without any
error.
A technique addressing the problem of continuing error propagation has been introduced, among others, in [65], [66],
and [67] under the acronym NEWPRED. Based on these early non-standard compliant solutions in H.263 Annex N
[68] a reference picture selection (RPS) for each GOB is specified such that the NEWPRED technique can be applied. RPS can be operated in two different modes. In the negative acknowledgement mode (NAM) the encoder only
alters its operation in the case of reception of a NAK. Then, the encoder attempts to use an intact reference frame for
the erroneous GOBs. To completely eliminate error propagation this mode has to be combined with independent
segment decoding (ISD) according to Annex R of H.263 [68]. In the positive acknowledgement mode (PAM) the
encoder is only allowed to reference confirmed GOBs. If no GOBs are available to be referenced, intra coding has to
be applied. NEWPRED allows to completely eliminate error propagation in frame n even if additional errors have
occurred in frames n-d+1, …, n-1.
The flexibility provided in H.263 Annex U [68] and especially H.264/AVC to select the MB mode and reference
frames on MB or sub-MB basis allows incorporating NEWPRED in a straight-forward manner [56]. Therefore, let us
define three different states of transmitted packets at the encoder, ACK, NAK, and outstanding acknowledgement
(OAK). Then, based on the exploitation of these messages in the encoder we discuss three modes which can elegantly
be integrated into the rate-distortion optimized mode selection according to (1).
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Feedback Mode 1: Restricting Reference Areas to ACK

In this case the reference area is restricted to frames or slices which have been acknowledged. This can be formalized
in the context of (1) by applying the encoding distortion D(o) in (1), but altering the accessible coding options O such
that only acknowledged areas can be used for reference. In addition, if no reference area is available, or if no satisfying match is found in the allowed area, intra coding is applied. Although in the presentation of a single frame an error
might be visible, error propagation and reference frame mismatch between encoder can be completely avoided independent of the error concealment applied at the decoder if correctly decoded samples are not altered. However, in
applied test model JM1.7 the deblocking filter operation in the motion compensation loop is applied over slice
boundaries, which restricts the area to be referenced significantly, or, a complete removal of encoder and decoder
mismatch is not possible. Although the influence of this mismatch is in general negligible, in the final design of
H.264/AVC the deblocking filter can adaptively be switched on and off at slice boundaries to allow mismatch-free
operation.
2)

Feedback Mode 2: Referencing ACK and Error Concealed NAK

In this case the reference area is again restricted; however, in addition to acknowledged areas also the areas which the
decoder signaled as lost can be referenced. Therefore, the reference frames in the encoders multi-frame frame buffer
are updated with reception of each ACK and NAK by applying the identical error concealment as the decoder applies. This is obviously very critical, as the error concealment is – for good reasons – non-normative in common
video coding standards including H.264/AVC. Only if the encoder is aware of the decoder’s error concealment by
any external means, this mode can provide benefits compared to feedback mode 1. In the context of the mode decision in (1), we have again a restricted set of coding modes O, and, in addition the encoding distortion is replaced by
the deterministic decoder distortion.
3)

Feedback Mode 3: Unrestricted Reference Areas with Expected Distortion Updating

Finally, in [56] and [58] techniques have been proposed which allow combining the error-resilient MB mode selection with feedback information. In this case the expected decoder distortion computation is altered such that, the for
all packets 1, …, π(n-d) the channel is deterministic at the encoder, and the expected distortion is computed for the
packets with mode OAK, in our case packets containing MBs in frames π(n-d)+1,…, π(n) is random. The set of selectable coding options O is not altered compared to pure coding efficiency mode selection. This method is especially
beneficial compared to mode 1 and 2, if the feedback is significantly delayed. In case of the multiple decoder approach this can be integrated by applying feedback mode 2 not only to the reference frames, but also to all decoders
in the encoder. In combination with ROPE, however, the complexity of this method increases since the moments of
the previous d frames have to be re-tracked [58].
V. SELECTED SIMULATION RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT SYSTEM CONCEPTS
A. Simulation Conditions and Evaluation Criteria

In the following we will present simulation results based on the test conditions that show the influence of the selection of different error resilience features for the quality of the decoded images. For all following tests the H.264/AVC
test model software version JM1.7 is used. Note that in the final standard [1] the zig-zag scanning and run-length
coding is replaced by context-adaptive variable length codes (CVLC). All UVLCs are replaced by CVLC which are
adapted to the statistics of different syntax elements. In addition, quantizer values have been shifted. However, all
changes from JM1.7 to the final standard are of little relevance to the presented results and conclusions in this paper.
The reported PSNR is the arithmetic mean over the decoded luminance PSNR over all frames of the encoded sequence and over 100 transmission and decoding runs. The 100 starting positions for the error patterns have been selected such that they are almost equally distributed over the error pattern. For all comparable results the same starting
positions and, therefore, the same channel statistics have been applied. In addition, we present results for the cumulative distribution of the decoded luminance PSNR for each frame, i.e., the likelihood that the PSNR of the frames of
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the sequence is smaller than the value on the x-axis. This shows the variance in the decoded quality. It is assumed
that the high-level syntax parameters have been transmitted in advance and out-of-band applying a reliable setup protocol. The NAL overhead, the RTP/UDP/IP overhead after RoHC, and the link layer overhead is taken into account
in the bit-rate constraints according to [25].
For the following simulations we concentrate on test case 5 from [25], which includes the QCIF test sequence
“Foreman“ (30 Hz, 300 frames) at a constant frame rate of 7.5 Hz at bit-error pattern 3 according to Table 2, i.e. a
mobile user at 3 km/h and maximum bit-rate 64 kbit/s. This is the most critical case in terms of error probability, additional test results will be made available online3. For the following tests entropy coding based on the UVLC and
only one reference frame has been applied, if not stated otherwise. The encoded sequences are I-P-P-P… sequences,
B-pictures are excluded due to the unacceptable delay involved in the encoding process. Note that due to the repeated
decoding of on encoded file, every 75th frame is an I-frame, i.e. an I-frame occurs every 10 seconds. Constrained intra
has been used to avoid error propagation from inter MBs to intra MBs. For all encoding runs rate-distortion optimized mode selection and motion vector selection according to (1) have been used. The distortion D(o) and the set of
coding modes O is appropriately selected according to the applied features. In case of using the expected decoder distortion, the number of decoders operated in the encoder has been fixed to K=100. Unless stated otherwise, the error
concealment in the decoder is based on the advanced error concealment as presented in Section IV.B, whereas the
multiple decoders in the encoder always apply previous frame concealment. This reduces encoding complexity significantly and results only in negligible performance losses for the investigated cases.
B. Low-Delay Rate Control

Version JM1.7 of the H.264/AVC test model encoder which is used in the experiments does not include a rate control
to achieve a constant bit-rate for wireless conversational services. Moreover, the rate control introduced in later versions of H.264/AVC test model encoder is not suitable for constant rate encoding. For this reason we have added a
rate control which provides an almost constant bit-rate encoding for each frame by adapting the QP for each frame
appropriately. Therefore, before we investigate the error-resilience features in H.264/AVC, we will first focus on the
effect of bit-rate control that is necessary for constant bit-rate conversational applications. Figure 9 shows the cumulative distribution of the encoding PSNR for the applied rate control and a fixed QP such that both encoded files result in the same total bit-rate, and, additionally the file can be transmitted over the 64 kbit/s link including NAL unit,
packet, and link layer overhead. However, the fixed QP results in an extremely varying data rate and, therefore, the
introduced delay jitter is not acceptable. In the encoding process no error resilience tools have been used, i.e. one
frame is encapsulated into one NAL unit, for D(o) the encoding distortion is applied, and the set of coding modes O is
unrestricted.

3

For additional simulations results we refer to http://www.lnt.ei.tum.de/~stockhammer.
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Figure 9 Cumulative distribution of encoding luminance PSNR for each frame for constant QP 17 and constant bit-rate such that rate-constraint 64 kbit/s for UMTS is fulfilled.
The average PSNR for the rate control is about 0.8 dB below the PSNR for the fixed QP. In addition, the probability
for low encoded PSNR is significantly higher as for complex scenes the QP has to be adapted appropriately. Therefore, it can be seen that the rate control necessary for conversational applications involves an inherent decrease in
quality if the average PSNR is the measure of interest.
C. R-E{D}-optimized MB Mode Selection

In this section we investigate the performance of the system in case that the channel statistics are taken into account
into the selection of the coding options in the encoder. For this purpose we replace the encoding distortion D(o) in (1)
by the expected decoder distortion assuming a channel producing independent packet losses with probability p. As
we use the mapping of one frame to one transport packet and we apply the strict rate control producing almost a constant number of bytes for each encoded frame, the size of each frame results in roughly 1000 bytes. The corresponding loss rate for packets of this size for bit-error pattern 3 is approximately 4-5% according to Figure 4. Figure 10
shows the cumulative distribution of decoded PSNR for different NAL unit erasure rates p={0, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06} for
the estimation of the expected distortion in the encoder. Looking at the results for the average PSNR, it can be seen
that the introduction of loss-aware rate-distortion optimization (p>0) increases the decoded quality significantly compared to the results with pure encoding distortion (p=0). The average PSNR increases by at least 3 dB when compared to the to pure R-D optimization The advantage of R-E{D} optimization is even more evident when looking at
the cumulative distribution of the different strategies. Whereas in case of no error-resilience the probability of bad
frames (frames below 22 dB) is at an unacceptable ratio of about 30%, for loss-aware coding this is reduced significantly to less than 8%. It is also obvious that if the expected error rate matches the experienced error rate on the
channel, the performance is optimal (see p=4%). However, it can also be seen that a mismatch in the expected error
rate in the encoder does not have significant influence. The performance of p=2% and p=6% is only slightly inferior
to the matching expected error rate. Therefore, a rough estimation of the expected decoder distortion at the encoder
seems to be good enough for a good mode selection. Note the significant loss in average PSNR for wireless transmission compared to the error-free transmission according to Figure 9 of more than 5 dB.
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Figure 10 Cumulative distribution of decoded PSNR for different NAL unit erasure rates for the estimation of
the expected distortion in the encoder.
D. Slices and Error Concealment

The introduction of slices in the encoding has two beneficial aspects when transmitting over wireless channels, but
adversely affects the coding efficiency due to increased packet overhead and reduced prediction within one frame, as
e.g. motion vector prediction and spatial intra prediction is not allowed over slice boundaries. The two positive effects with the introduction of slices are the reduced error probability of shorter packets (see Figure 4) and, the resynchronization possibility within one frame. The latter technique allows restarting the decoding process at each
slice, and, in addition, it allows applying advanced error concealment as for example presented in subsection IV.B.
However, for packet-lossy transmission over the Internet the introduction of slices does in general not provide gains
in the decoded quality [69] as long as the slice size is below the MTU size, as then the loss of a packet is independent
of its length. This is different for wireless transmission: Figure 11 shows the average decoded PSNR for different
number of packets per frame Np and MB mode decision with encoding distortion. The experimental conditions are
similar to the above section otherwise. For a given number of packets per frame, the size of each packet is selected
such that the packets roughly have the same number of bytes. This makes their susceptibility to bit-errors almost
identical.
The average decoded PSNR is shown for previous frame copy error concealment and advanced error concealment
according to subsection IV.B. The benefit of introducing slice structuring in the encoding process is obvious from the
results. Compared to the “one frame – one packet” mode indicated by Np =1 the introduction of shorter packets increases the decoded quality significantly for both error concealment methods. For about Np =6 the curve flattens out
and decreases again for higher Np>12 due to increasing packet overhead and the reduced compression efficiency. Although a clear maximum can not be determined, for the wireless environment according to our test conditions a reasonable number of packets per frame is about 10. The resulting packet size in this case is in the range of 100 bytes.
However, note that for the simulations RoHC was applied which reduces the typical IP/UDP/RTP overhead from 40
bytes to about 3 bytes and, therefore, the packetization overhead is less significant. The benefits of the advanced error
concealment are also obvious from Figure 11. As can be seen, the gains for advanced error concealment increase with
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increasing number of packets, as better concealment is possible due to increased number of neighboring MBs in case
of losing a single slice.
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Figure 11 Average decoded PSNR for different number of packets per frame and different error concealment
schemes; mode selection with encoding distortion.
For the experiments in Figure 11 no explicit means to reduce the error propagation have been used. However, we can
obviously combine the MB mode selection based on the expected decoder distortion with the slice structured coding.
As indicated, the loss rate for decreased packet size obviously decreases compared to the single packet for one frame.
The loss rate can be estimated by dividing the approximated number of bytes for each frame, roughly 1000 bytes, by
the number of packets. The loss probability can then again be estimated with Figure 4 using the resulting average
packet length. The combination of slice-structured coding and adaptive intra MB updates has been investigated and a
comparison with the best cases of the previous two system designs is provided in Figure 12 based on the cumulative
distribution of the decoded PSNR. For the slice-structured coding with encoding distortion (p=0%) the number of
packets is selected as Np=10. For the expected decoder distortion without slice-structuring (Np=1) the adapted lossrate p=0% is chosen. Finally, for the combination of slice-structured coding and channel-adaptive intra updates the
number of packets per frame is selected as Np=10 and, therefore, the appropriate loss probability to compute the expected decoder distortion according to Figure 4 is about p=1%.
The average decoded PSNR indicates that an optimized combination of both error resilience schemes outperforms
each of the presented error resilience schemes significantly. The result that slice-structured coding is superior to intra
updates cannot be generalized for all sequences. The repeated I-frame insertion and the camera pan in the test sequence “Foreman“ results in a significant amount of intra information, even if only the encoding distortion is chosen
in the mode selection. This might change for different or longer sequences with less intra information. From the
cumulative distribution it can be observed that the probability for bad frames below 22 dB in PSNR is almost
vanishing for the combined mode. The presented results indicate that slices in combination with advanced error
concealment significantly outperform the single packet for one frame approach. However, the loss compared to errorfree transmission is still about 4 dB in average PSNR.
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Figure 12 Cumulative distribution of decoded PSNR for different error-resilience strategies: R-E{D}-optimized intra
updates with and without slice structuring and delay d=2 for different assumed loss probabilities p.
From the results can be conjectured that for wireless transmission as investigated in this case other approaches, which
reduce the artifacts within one frame might provide additional benefits. This includes concepts such as FMO, slice
interleaving, or even generic forward error correction in combination with a NAL unit fragmentation scheme as just
recently introduced in the draft RTP payload specification for H.264/AVC [19]. Also, data partitioning with appropriate unequal error protection might enhance the quality of the decoded video. In addition, it is conjectured from the
results that a better adaptation of the link layer error protection scheme with appropriate interleaving could increase
the overall system performance. These features are currently investigated and are subject of future work.
E. Exploiting Feedback in Video Encoding

Finally, we investigate a system which exploits multiple reference frames and network feedback. We restrict our
simulation results to feedback mode 2 according to the presentation in Subsection IV.D with advanced error concealment. This has two reasons: On the one hand the deblocking and mismatch problem present for JM1.7 can be
avoided. On the other hand it has been shown previously that feedback mode 1 and feedback mode 2 result in almost
identical performance [70]. Therefore, we chose feedback mode 2 due to the simpler implementation, at least in our
simulation environment. Feedback mode 3 is excluded as on the one hand the complexity of this mode is rather high,
and, on the other hand as we operate with low feedback delays, the expected benefits are only marginal. In contrast to
the previous simulations we use five reference frames for the feedback mode. Figure 13 shows the cumulative distribution of decoded PSNR for different error-resilience strategies: RD-optimized intra updates with slice structuring, as
well as feedback mode 2 with and without slice structuring for delay d=2 and d=4 frames, which corresponds to a
round trip time of about 250 ms and 500 ms, respectively.
Let us focus on the delay d=2 case first. The results indicate that the optimized intra mode with slice structuring and
MB mode selection with expected decoder distortion and feedback mode 2 perform very similar based on the cumulative distribution and the average decoded PSNR. The feedback mode might still be beneficial in this case as the
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complex estimation of the decoder distortion is not necessary for the feedback case. However, much more interesting
is the case with feedback and no slice structuring. In contrast to the case without feedback (see Figure 12) the renouncement of slice-structured coding provides a significantly higher average decoded PSNR. Initially, this is obviously surprising as packet loss rate is still much lower when several slices are used and also the visual effects for a
decoded frame when losing a single slice should be lower than in case of losing an entire frame. The first effect can
indeed be observed from the cumulative distribution: The probability of bad frames (PSNR below 22 dB) is higher
for Np=1 than for Np=10. However, in case of no errors the increased coding efficiency when not using slices provides many frames with significantly higher PSNR than for slice structuring. As we avoid error propagation, the correctly received frames are really error-free, which is not the case if we use intra updates. Therefore, if feedback information is available and several completely lost frames are tolerable, it is better to use no slice structured coding
than harming the compression efficiency. For increased feedback delay d=4 the curves are shifted to the left compared to feedback delay 2. However, the d=4 and Np = 1 performs almost as good as the best case without feedback.
Therefore, in case of available feedback, this very simple system without considering expected decoder distortion and
slice structuring and just relying on multiple reference frames outperforms many highly-sophisticated error resilience
schemes as long as the delay of the feedback is reasonable. The combination of these methods according to feedback
mode 3 is currently investigated and should allow adaptively selecting the best methods, however, with significantly
increased encoding complexity.
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Figure 13 Cumulative distribution of decoded PSNR for different error-resilience strategies: RD-optimized intra updates with slice structuring, and feedback mode 2 with and without slice structuring for delay d=2 and d=4.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
H.264/AVC promises some significant advances of the state-of-the-art of standardized video coding in mobile applications. In addition to excellent coding efficiency, the design of H.264/AVC also takes into account network adaptation providing large flexibility for its use in wireless applications. The tools provided in H.264/AVC for error resil-
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ience do not necessarily differ from the compression efficiency features such as intra MBs or multiple reference
frames. However, in case of error-prone transmission the selection methods have to be changed by using the expected
decoder distortion or by restricting the set of accessible coding options. In experimental results based on common test
conditions it has been shown that in case without any feedback, several slices in combination with channel-adaptive
rate-distortion optimized mode selection is a promising approach. In this case, further investigation with advanced
error resilience tools such as flexible MB ordering, data partitioning, and generic forward error correction, might
provide benefits. However, in case of available feedback, the application of multiple reference frames to exclude error propagation without slice structuring provides excellent results.
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